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Android Studio Cookbook: Design, test, and debug your apps using Android StudioPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, test, and debug your apps using Android Studio


	About This Book

	
		See what Material design is about and how to apply it your apps
	
		Explore the possibilities to develop apps that works on any type of device
	
		A step-by-step practical guide that will help you build improved...
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Developing Drivers with the Windows  Driver FoundationMicrosoft Press, 2007
Get in-depth, expert guidance on developing drivers for Windows

Start developing robust drivers with expert guidance from the team who developed Windows Driver Foundation. This comprehensive book gets you up to speed quickly and goes beyond the fundamentals to help you extend your Windows development skills. You get best practices,...
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iPhone Game Development (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	New Apple Developer Series!


	A technical and business guide to creating and selling iPhone games


	If you've always wanted to develop a cool iPhone game application and sell it for big bucks, this book is for you. iPhone Game Development covers all technical and commercial bases, from how to sign up...
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Head First Iphone Development: A Learner's Guide to Creating Objective-C Applications for the IphoneO'Reilly, 2009
Let's say you have an idea for a killer iPhone app. Where do you begin?  Head First iPhone Development will help you get your first application up and running in no time. You'll quickly learn to use iPhone SDK tools, including Interface Builder and Xcode, and master Objective-C programming principles that will make your app stand out....
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Hello, Android: Introducing Google's Mobile Development PlatformPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Android is a software toolkit for mobile phones, created by Google and the Open Handset Alliance. It's inside millions of cell phones and other mobile devices, making Android a major platform for application developers. That could be your own program running on all those devices.
 
 Getting started developing with Android is easy....
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Beginning Java SE 6 Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	This book will teach you how to create games with the awesome Java language.
	Previous editions emphasized the casual game market with chapter projects
	designed to run in AppletViewer or in a web browser. While still relevant, the
	code in this new edition is a bit simpler, using a JFrame more often instead of an
	applet, so that...
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iOS 4 Programming Cookbook: Solutions & Examples for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch AppsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		You can build a variety of amazing apps on the iOS platform—and every one of them presents a unique set of problems. With the recipes in this cookbook, you'll go beyond theory to solve the vexing, real-life issues you’re likely to face when creating apps for the iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch. Each recipe provides a...
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Beginning Android Tablet Application Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011

	I FIRST STARTED PLAYING WITH THE ANDROID SDK before it was offi cially released as a 1.0 release.
	Back then, the tools were unpolished, the APIs in the SDK were unstable, and the documentation
	was sparse. Fast forward two and a half years, Android is now a formidable mobile operating
	system, with a following no less impressive that the...
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Objective-C FundamentalsManning Publications, 2011

	
		Summary

	
		Objective-C Fundamentals is a hands-on tutorial that leads you from your first line of Objective-C code through the process of building native apps for the iPhone using the latest version of the SDK. You'll learn to avoid the most common pitfalls, while exploring the expressive Objective-C...
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Migrating to iPhone and iPad for .NET DevelopersApress, 2011

	Ever since I spotted and started reading my first computer book in 1981, I knew Information
	Technology (IT) was going to be an important part of my life. I feel privileged to have been able to
	make a career out of something I enjoy, and the fact that it changes on what seems to be a
	monthly basis means it never gets boring. It still...
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iPhone and iPad App 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2012


	When first learning the iOS developm ent environment, it is natural to be overwhelmed with

	new concepts like view controllers and table views. While experience with previous development

	environments and languages is helpful, and iOS developing resources are available from Apple and

	forums, it is still a daunting task to become...
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iOS 6 Programming Pushing the Limits: Advanced Application Development for Apple iPhone, iPad and iPod TouchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn to build extraordinary apps for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch


	iOS is the hottest development platform around, and iOS 6 adds a new and deeper dimension to explore. This guide offers serious information for serious programmers who know the basics and are ready to dive into the advanced features of iOS. You'll learn...
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